


    

The Depertuent and its Tuvbelstamp judge, who didn't even bother to take 4 finding of fact \and thus the apeala nane] invented d4n own), created a cone filet of interest between jay counsel and me and thug we Were represented by other counsel. The conflist is now magnified, so I'’e not consulted him and foel + ought not. (I asd seni jim and Mr. ~ynch copies of’ what I filed, only what I enclose, and they have no part in it.) So I have and I can get no counsel. I an not ghio to drive to Washington or even use public transportation and I cannot afford toli. calls vhen ny only regular incouo has just gone up to 0 Hit cnn tnan 5550 a month. I don't knew whet rights 1 have, if any - and would you believe you have my if you were pundsied judicially without a hearing, without any finding of fact, without the zoverancnt even making a pretense of offering evidence - but I would like to believe that what I've reported and include is a bit too much for the bar. 
Pastor lartin Nikeomuelier> 

Host of your menbers vere not alive or if they were old e ugh to recall whet, after he wes released fron Hitler's concentration camps said, thet he walt Sorts of evil befell go many and so many difieront groupe and classes, he was ailent. Until when kis turn came there was nobody left to be ailonte Sut moybe soma of you sbutted Santayana and his wisdom, that those who forget the past ave doomed to relive it. Or Robort Kennedy's apt corruption of Dante, that a special comer of hell is reserved for those who in time of moral crisis ave silent. Those whe are youmper and healthier than I may do some reliting. 
=” 2 we are to bo 8 goverment of laws then, I believe, the bar must police itself and not be silent. 

I would like, and X ask that, the bar look into the deliberate lying by government lavyers of which I complain. It would take sone tice, given the sine of the vase resori alone, andi that costs money, which nost are moro interested in accwalating than sponding wselfishly. The two things I cite in the enclosed, far fron all, indicate the deliberateness and the consequences of these Imowing lies. 

“one naibers of the bar might do wll to consider the possible plight of their own clients before Opsnly activist judges. ind what their situations would be under the situation created for Lesar, where whatever he dia or aid not de he was subject to sanctions. 
}


